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Author's response to reviews: see over
The Editor in Chief, Environmental Health

Dear Editor,

MS: 2815064211799503, Research
A 10-year time series analysis of respiratory and cardiovascular morbidity in Nicosia, Cyprus: the effects of short-term changes in air pollution and dust storms.

We have now made the following changes to the manuscript as requested:

(1) provided shorter (1 sentence long) titles for the tables and
(2) changed the title Figures to Figure legends. Please note that we made no changes to the titles of the figures which each still consists of a short title followed by a longer explanation.

We have also changed the title page (mainly the way email addresses appear) to more closely match the way this appears in provisional pdf files of other manuscripts submitted to your journal.

Please let us know of any other changes. We look forward to receiving your response.

Yours sincerely,

Nicos Middleton, PhD